Celebrate the 75th Anniversary of NATS on a NATS Transatlantic Pedagogy Trip to GERMANY
JUNE 7-18, 2019
Activities begin in Berlin the morning of June 8, 2019

YOUR HOSTS: KAREN BRUNSSEN, ALLEN HENDERSON, AND SCOTT SWOPE

Travel with fellow NATS members and friends on a truly unique cultural and educational journey to expand horizons; share pedagogical perspectives with each other; hear from German pedagogues and scientists; and visit the sites in Leipzig, Dresden, Potsdam and Berlin, attend the incredible first weekend concerts of Bach Fest Leipzig 2019; see an opera or concert in Berlin; free time to explore on your own.

GROUNDED TOUR:
$2934 per person (35-39 travelers)
$2836 per person (40+ travelers)

Single Supplement $548 (11 nights)
Prices are for check payments (add 3.5% credit card payment fee)

For complete details and info, log on to nats.org/75thGermany

Register and join us on this special journey. Space is limited.

Price includes:
• Accommodation (11 nights / double occupancy / breakfast & city tax included)
• Group meals (lunch or dinner depending on program including 1 drink per person & tip)
• Bach Fest Leipzig concert tickets
• Voice Pedagogy Mini-Conference, Panels, Workshops, in Berlin / Leipzig / Dresden / Potsdam (covering a variety of singing styles)
• Berlin opera or concert ticket
• Local guided tours by bus & on foot in Berlin Leipzig / Dresden / Sanssouci Potsdam
• Excursion and museum admission fees (if applicable)

AIRFARE NOT INCLUDED: THE TRAVEL AGENT OFFERS ASSISTANCE WITH INDIVIDUAL BOOKINGS FOR AIRFARE, INDIVIDUAL FLAMES BEFORE OR AFTER THIS ITINERARY, AND WITH TRAVEL INSURANCE.

TRAVEL AGENT: The German American Connection

IN COOPERATION WITH: BDG Bundesverband Deutscher Gesangspädagogen

REGISTRATION: SIGN-UP AND $800 DEPOSIT PAYMENT DUE JANUARY 15, 2019
COMPLETE PAYMENT DUE APRIL 15, 2019